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**ABSTRACT**

TraCurate is an open-source software tool to curate and manually annotate cell tracking data from time-lapse microscopy. Although many studies of cellular behaviour require high-quality, long-term observations of single cells across several generations, automated tracking of individual cells is often imperfect and typically yields fragmented results that still contain many errors. TraCurate supports the user to efficiently curate and extract complete cell tracks and genealogies from a variety of cell tracking data. Source code and binary packages for TraCurate and all related tools are freely available for Linux, macOS, and Windows at [https://tracurate.gitlab.io/](https://tracurate.gitlab.io/).
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**1. Introduction**

To understand how cells form and maintain tissues, organs and entire organisms, we need to systematically observe and...
analyse cellular dynamics. Time-lapse microscopy enables the continuous monitoring of individual cells or cell ensembles over time [1–4]. In a typical time-lapse experiment, the number of cells, time points, or repetitions easily exceed the capabilities of manual analysis. Thus, computer-assisted or automated cell tracking is required. In this work, cell tracking refers to the process in which cells are detected (i.e. their positions or shapes) and linked between successive observations. This task is not trivial, and current computational approaches are far from perfect. The required accuracy of cell tracking varies considerably between different biological questions: Migration patterns or shape dynamics can often be analysed directly from the results of automated tracking algorithms with limited accuracy. In contrast, studies of cellular development often require reliable long-term tracking and unbiased reconstruction of positional and divisional/genealogical information. Automated tracking algorithms are currently not accurate enough to meet such high standards, as the temporal alignment of cell objects is often error-prone and ambiguous [3,5]. Alternatively, completely manual tracking approaches are tedious and thus, severely limit the scale of feasible experiments. TraCurate aims to fill the gap by providing a flexible workflow with an easy to use front-end for the manual correction of erroneous or incomplete cell tracking data, initially resulting from automated approaches.

2. Problems and background

Over the past two decades, many tools for cell segmentation and tracking have been developed, such as [5–14]. Most available tools are either fully automated and thus imperfect, or completely manual and thus not applicable to large-scale analysis. A small number of approaches aim to combine the advantages of both manual and automated analysis. The popular TrackMate plugin for ImageJ/Fiji [15] is a good example that allows the user to perform automated particle tracking and to correct the results where necessary. However, TrackMate is limited to tracking the position of cells only [9], while ignoring shape information. This is a severe limitation for downstream analysis, although an interesting workaround in combinations with a cell segmentation tool [16] was recently published in [17]. A variety of semi-automated tools tries to integrate manual and automated analysis by allowing the user to correct mistakes and then automatically recompute the tracking [10]. While this is a very efficient approach, it typically needs to be optimised to a particular domain (e.g. to track specific cell types or to a particular microscopy modality). Therefore, these tools are typically not easily generalisable to other experiments. Further, they are often designed in a non-modular way as they tightly integrate automated tracking and data curation [11]. This combined approach makes it harder to exchange certain parts of the workflow (such as cell detection) and to adapt it to a specific experimental condition. As another limitation, some tools like CellProfiler [13] are not directly available on all platforms.

Against this background, there is a clear need for software solutions to connect the advantages of automated and manual cell tracking in a flexible workflow that allows users to mix and match cell detection/segmentation and tracking tools to retrieve accurate cell tracks and genealogies for their particular experimental situation. To this end, we developed TraCurate as a tool to simplify and accelerate this process for a wide range of applications. The flexibility of the workflow and the cross-platform integration make TraCurate an ideal solution to assist manual correction of tracking data for various settings. TraCurate reads automatically generated (typically imperfect) tracks (called AutoTracklets) and allows the user to manually curate them yielding complete tracks (called Tracklets) that can be further combined into genealogies (lineage trees) by adding TrackEvents. Our modular approach explicitly separates the two aspects of automated tracking and manual curation: TraCurate does not make restrictive assumptions about what is being tracked (e.g. it could be entire organisms) or what is being analysed (e.g. cell shape dynamics) and thus, integrates with a variety of experiment and analysis workflows, while not forcing the user to apply a fixed toolset for each sub-task. The integration of our software into existing workflows is a significant benefit, enabling users to choose the best tools for each part of their workflow instead of being stuck with a single, monolithic application.

3. Software framework

3.1. Software architecture

Overview
The TraCurate software was initially designed for tracking individual cells in ex vivo assays imaged with widely available light or fluorescence microscopes. TraCurate and its accompanying tools, tcConvert, IJTracker, and tcImport, provide a complete workflow to track cells from 2D time-lapse imaging, to import and manually correct the tracking and segmentation results and to export curated data sets (Fig. 1) for downstream analysis. The TraCurate interface allows the user to import tracking data and displays the original images overlaid with the tracking results (labelled cell masks). The user interface is equipped with different, specialised options for user-interaction, allowing the user to manually join disconnected tracks of the same object and to create cellular genealogies that extend over longer periods and multiple divisions. TraCurate further provides a simple interface to adapt (i.e. to segment, delete, split, or merge) the imported cell masks. It was our major goal to make TraCurate compatible with existing cell tracking workflows. Thus, we provide tools and scripts to integrate TraCurate with other software (see Fig. 1), so the user can:

- Convert available cell tracking data from existing file formats produced by a variety of established tracking software such as [5,13,18,19] to TraCurate’s HDF5 file format using tcConvert. For a broader overview of existing tracking methods see [5,20].
- Create new tracks from cell masks using our simple, automated tracking plugin IJTracker. To create these masks, we recommend using specialised tools for segmentation such as [16,21–23].
- Import the curated tracking data for downstream analysis directly into R (https://gitlab.com/tracurate/tcImport) or Python (https://gitlab.com/tracurate/pytcimport) using tcImport.

Data Import and Export

The converter tcConvert (https://gitlab.com/tracurate/tcConvert) was developed as a stand-alone Julia [24] script. We chose Julia for its excellent performance (compared to Python or R) in the conversion process that enables fast processing even when converting large high-resolution time-lapse data. tcConvert supports various file formats to import cell tracking data. It directly works with HDF5 files from the trainable segmentation and tracking tool ilastik [24]. tcConvert further supports importing data from the recently introduced biotracks format, a community-driven format developed by the Cell Migration Standardisation Organisation (CMSO). Biotracks seeks to standardise and unify different cell tracking data formats and provides a tool to convert from many different formats into the biotracks standard (see [25] for more details and supported formats). By supporting
the biotracks format, TraCurate works with a wide (and growing) variety of tracking tools. While the biotracks format can be used to standardise and annotate entire experiments (e.g. record imaging settings) we are only adopting the imaging data part, in which a JSON file is used for the metadata and a CSV file providing actual cell positions. If other, custom tracking tools are used, tcConvert provides the functionality to import basic features from a generic CSV format by directly specifying the respective columns (see documentation at https://gitlab.com/tracurate/tracurate/-/tree/master/doc/manual).

We further supply IJTracker (https://gitlab.com/tracurate/IJTracker_Plugin) as part of the TraCurate toolset to support workflows where only cell segmentation masks (or probability maps) but no tracking is available. IJTracker is a Fiji plugin that implements a simple, unbiased nearest-neighbour approach for automated generation of AutoTracklets that can then be curated. This plugin generates tracking data in an XML-based format that can be converted to the TraCurate HDF5 format.

Finally, we provide tclimport to facilitate downstream analysis and visualisation of the curated tracking results. tclimport is a package that allows the user to conveniently import TraCurate’s HDF5 output into R (https://r-project.org) as well as Python (https://www.python.org), which are two of the most widely used programming languages in biomedical data analysis.

User Interface

TraCurate is implemented in a modular way to allow future extensions of its functionality. For the graphical user interface (GUI), we separated the different views (described under Software functionalities) from the data model and mechanisms for the program logic. All views are implemented along similar principles to simplify future additions to the GUI. Import and export functionality are abstracted via particular interfaces. The detailed usage of TraCurate interface and its accompanying tools is described in detail in the TraCurate User Manual, available from the website (https://tracurate.gitlab.io/). The process to compile TraCurate from source is completely automated and reproducible via GitLab’s continuous integration (CI), to act as a reference system for developers that want to compile TraCurate and to ensure a reproducible build.

3.2. Software functionalities

TraCurate distinguishes two types of tracks: Tracklets and AutoTracklets. Both consist of a series of labelled cell masks across time points (frames). AutoTracklets describe the original, imported result from an external tracking algorithm, which needs to be corrected. While working with TraCurate, the user creates Tracklets from the incomplete AutoTracklets and links these Tracklets to create a full genealogy. Tracklets themselves are connected to other Tracklets via TrackEvents. The TrackEvents are used to annotate the beginning and the end of a Tracklet, while they are also used to define subsequent Tracklet(s) or the status of a Tracklet at the end of the observation period. Furthermore, TrackEvents are the central instance to annotate cell division or the case when two cells are falsely merged into a single segmentation mask. TrackEvents are also used to terminate a branch of the resulting genealogy when a cell undergoes cell death, or the experiment ended.

TraCurate’s GUI incorporates different views to efficiently support the curation process: the tracking view, segmentation view, and the project view.

The tracking view (see Fig. 2) assists the user in creating Tracklets and provides contextual information about the currently selected cell and its respective (Auto-)Tracklet. Specialised interaction strategies help the user to efficiently curate and merge automatically generated tracks [26]. The user can select predefined TrackEvents (such as cell division and merging of cells), and assign them to a given Tracklet. Additional user-defined annotations (e.g. as free text or from a controlled vocabulary of biomedical ontologies [25,27–31]) can be assigned to objects and Tracklets to be available for downstream analysis.

In the segmentation view, the cell masks can be split and merged if needed for individual frames (note that there is no automated propagation of corrected masks). Additionally, TraCurate provides an interactive flood-fill method to add new cell masks from scratch. The flood fill algorithm is very efficient for segmenting isolated cells or even touching cells as long as there is a thin visible boundary (in terms of image brightness) between neighbouring cells. However, for very crowded situations, this process is less reliable and would require additional splitting of masks. In its current version, TraCurate only supports the manual correction of segmentation masks. If too many segmentation errors occurred during tracking, this manual correction could become infeasible. In this case, we recommend using trainable segmentation tools [16,18–21] to create more reliable masks for crowded and complex datasets.

The project view includes general information on the project, such as an overview of the created Tracklets or the time spent, and allows the specification of user-defined annotations.
4. Implementation

TraCurate is implemented in C++11 using Qt5 as a high-level library for the creation of a flexible GUI via QML and abstractions such as different data containers. We rely on the HDF5 library as the basis for our underlying data format as it allows for a compact representation of the tracking data along with additional information for a broad spectrum of potential applications. Data from HDF5 files are represented in-memory using a class hierarchy that mimics the file format itself. The image data is an exception here as it is only loaded when the image is displayed in the GUI to keep a low memory profile and enable the responsive editing of high-resolution videos. For data export, we provide the option to save either the complete HDF5 file or only selected parts (e.g. the tracking results but no image data) to minimise storage space usage. Additionally, we provide a package for both R and Python, tclimpor, to load the curated Tracklets and image data into common R or Python data structures for subsequent statistical analysis.

5. Illustrative example

TraCurate (and its preceding development versions) has been used for several applications and was instrumental for many of our own studies [33–35]. We briefly illustrate a recent project, in which we studied the regulation of cell cycle progression on the single-cell level [32]. For this purpose, we imaged retinal pigmented epithelial (RPE) cells in five-minute intervals over three days (Fig. 3A). Cells carried an endogenous fluorescent marker on the DNA replication protein PCNA, which was used for segmentation and tracking of the cells. After applying our Fiji plugin IJTracker to create AutoTracklets (Fig. 3B), we used TraCurate to combine and correct these AutoTracklets in order to obtain accurate tracks over complete cell cycles (Fig. 3C). In our work, we established PCNA as an all-in-one marker that in addition to cell segmentation and tracking can also be used for classifying all cell cycle stages (Fig. 3D). Extracting fluorescence information only from the uncurated AutoTracklets, we cannot obtain a continuous quantification of the intracellular kinetics within one cell (Fig. 3E). However, extracting the same information after curation with TraCurate, we obtain continuous fluorescence time courses over the complete cell cycle (Fig. 3F), which then allow us to determine cell cycle phases based on signal intensity and intracellular distribution. For this application, TraCurate was an indispensable tool to obtain a large number of around 1000 highly accurate complete cell tracks in a semi-automated, time-efficient manner (one to two dozen complete cell tracks per hour).

In order to demonstrate TraCurate’s functionality in a comprehensive example, we used a freely available 2D+Time data set from the Cell Tracking Challenge (available at http://celltrackingchallenge.net/2d-datasets/). We chose a time-lapse experiment on pancreatic stem cells from Rattus norvegicus specimens [36]. As this image sequence is also used to illustrate the workflow for segmentation and tracking using IJTracker on our website, the data set was cropped and reduced in length to decrease the file size. The supplementary video sequence (ref. Video 1) visually illustrates the process of tracking a specific cell and its progeny. Furthermore, the video demonstrates the available features for adjusting cell segmentation, such as splitting and combining outlines, deleting them and recreating a faulty segmentation with a different threshold.

6. Conclusions

We presented TraCurate, a software tool for the curation of automatically generated cell tracks and cell masks. Due to its modular nature, TraCurate integrates well into existing workflows and allows biologists to manually correct or validate the tracking when high-quality results are required. Most tools for the correction of automatically generated tracks are integrated into existing tracking software. Thus, biologists are often limited to a particular software solution that might not be optimal for their specific needs. We believe that a modular approach can increase the overall quality of cell tracking results, as each part of the tracking process can be handled by the optimal tool available for a specific situation. Thus, TraCurate can be combined with a variety of tools to segment and track cells and to analyse the data in the end. We have successfully used TraCurate and its preceding prototypes in a number of scientific projects and collaborations. Here, we provide this open-source tool for a larger biology and bioinformatics community.
Fig. 3. (A) Example of time-lapse imaging data of retinal pigmented epithelial (RPE) cells using fluorescently tagged PCNA [32]. (B) The Fiji plugin IJTracker provides automatically generated short cell trajectories, denoted as AutoTracklets. (C) Using TraCurate, the AutoTracklets (coloured lines) can be efficiently combined and corrected to obtain accurate trajectories of RPE cells over complete cell cycles from one cell division to the next (black line). (D) PCNA was also used as an all-in-one marker to classify all cell cycle stages based on signal intensity and intracellular distribution (depicted are snapshot images in higher resolution). (E) The read-out of PCNA fluorescence intensity time-courses shown for AutoTracklets and (F) after correction with TraCurate. The single-cell time-courses over a complete cell cycle can then be used to determine cell cycle phases.
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